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Major General William E. Shedd has been designated to relieve Major General Henry C. Pratt in command of the Antilles Department effective on or about 1 December. General Shedd was previously Deputy Commander of the Panama Canal Department.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. On 30 November 385 heavy bombers of the 8th Air Force, covered by US and Allied fighters, were dispatched against Solingen, a production center of steel alloys and alloy component parts for German aircraft, which has previously escaped concentrated bomber attacks. Weather was very unfavorable and the target was obscured by clouds; enemy fighter reaction was moderate in the target area. One (probably three) enemy aircraft were destroyed; two B-17's and five fighters are missing.

2. On 30 November Red forces maintained their pressure along the eastern front but lost Korosten in the Kiev salient. Northwest of Gomel they brought Zhlobin under artillery fire.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Allied bombers damaged Pesaro harbor and railroad junction as well as Ciampino airfield during the night of 28-29 November. The following day US heavy and medium bombers attacked the railroad yards and airfield at Grosseto and lines of communication along both coasts of Italy.
In the Lanciano area a total of 474 sorties were flown in support of the Eighth Army. Sixty-three B-25's scored hits on an explosives factory and barracks at Sarajevo, and 23 Spitfires machine-gunned the Mostar air dome and enemy communications along the Dalmatian coast.

2. By noon of 30 November our VI Corps had made a local advance of about two miles up the slopes of the hill mass northeast of Cassino. Overcoming fierce resistance the right flank of the Eighth Army penetrated deeply into the main portion of the enemy's winter line and now holds the important ridge between Fossa Tenda and Romagnold from which the Germans had dominated the Sangro Valley.

3. An Allied convoy was attacked by 12 German bombers 70 miles northwest of Benghazi at dusk on 29 November; no damage resulted. The enemy planes were later intercepted by Allied aircraft which probably destroyed one of them.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. Forty-three B-24's and 12 B-29's of the 10th Air Force dropped 169 half-ton bombs on the wharves and other targets at Rangoon with excellent results on 28 November. Later small numbers of our B-29's also attacked Akyab and Kyauktada. Enemy fighter resistance was dogged, four (probably six) enemy planes being destroyed; we sustained no losses.

2. On 29 November, Chinese Air Force planes shot down four of 21
Japanese bombers and fighters encountered over the Tungting Lake region; four Chinese P-40's were lost. 11th Air Force fighters damaged several boats and inflicted many casualties on the enemy in the Tungting Lake region; they also dropped ammunition and food to Chinese forces at Changtik. Two B-25's armed with 75 mm cannon heavily damaged warehouses, a radio station and the airstrip at Swatow, and fuel tanks and lighthouses along the China coast; both bombers returned.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. On 30 November Allied ground troops reached Bonga and the mouth of the Kalueng River without opposition. West of Bonga, our forces are advancing on Wabo.

   Allied planes dropped 46 tons of bombs on supply points at Cape Gloucester. Our heavy bombers on reconnaissance missions attacked enemy installations on Unea Island, the town and harbor at Manokwari and the airstrip at Nabire. One enemy reconnaissance airplane was shot down in the New Britain area.

2. In Empress Augusta Bay an American battalion which had landed between the Reini and Sanaa Rivers during the night of 28-29 November was withdrawn during the following night after heavy pressure by superior Japanese forces. In the Torokina sector our ground forces made a slight advance. Our troops have started to construct a bomber strip on Stirling Island.
4. Our troops have begun the construction of the fighter airfield on Makin Island.
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In further response to a general War Department inquiry, General Eisenhower states that informal agreements are in effect between the American and British forces in his theater whereby service personnel of either nation may arrest and hold in custody members of the other's armed forces alleged to be guilty of desertion, absence without leave, or other serious offenses punishable under existing laws. An additional informal agreement between the Allies and the French authorizes their civilian police to arrest any members of the Allied forces for offenses that would warrant their arrest as civilians, anyone thus arrested by the French civilian police to be delivered immediately to the appropriate military authority.

In the Southwest Pacific Area, General MacArthur's reply indicates that no formal agreements for control of military personnel have been made between the American and Australian forces. Flagrant traffic violations by Australian Army vehicles are reported in writing by American Military Police to Australian Commanders and vice versa. Informal agreements exist locally between Australian and US Forces for exchange of information and the temporary detention of personnel involved in flagrant cases of breach of peace, disorderly conduct or other offenses reflecting discredit.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. Small numbers of Allied aircraft harassed the Krupp blast furnaces.
and steel works at Essen and laid sea-mines off Brest, Le Havre, and
Cherbourg during the night of 28-29 November.

Strong formations of 8th Air Force B-17's, escorted by P-47's
and B-38's, attacked Bremen on 29 November for the second time in four
days. Enemy fighter reaction was strong; 35 enemy planes were destroyed
at a cost of 13 of our Flying Fortresses. Escorted B-26's bombed the
enemy airfield at Chievres, Allied Typhoon bombers attacked air instal-
lations at Moorseele and shipping off Brest, and Mosquito planes machine-
gunned railway targets in northwest Germany; ten additional enemy aircraft
were destroyed. Eighteen Allied fighters are reported missing from the
day's operations.

2. No important change was reported from the Russian Front on 29
November except for the encirclement of a Soviet force in the vicinity
of Korosten and unsuccessful attempts by Soviet divisions to relieve it.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. During the night of 27-28 November Allied light bombers carried
out armed reconnaissance over the battle areas, bombed and machine-gunned
vehicles near Furbara, and hit road and rail junctions in the Civitavecchia
area. The next day escorted B-24's damaged a viaduct and tunnels north
of Trieste. Medium bombers attacked military supplies, warehouses, barracks,
shipping and railroad yards along the Dalmatian coast. Enemy motor vehicles
north of Rome were the targets for our dive-bombers. A total of 351 bomber
and fighter-bomber sorties were carried out against targets in front of
the Eighth Army; Spitfires maintained a continuous cover over the battle area.

2. By noon of 29 November the Eighth Army forces had captured Kossamegna. Armored and mobile forces operating in strength on the ridge running southwest from Kossamegia are clearing it of the enemy. There was little of importance along the remainder of the battle line except for our occupation of a hill in the VI Corps sector.

3. The bulk of the Allied garrison on Castelrosso was withdrawn by destroyers and small craft to Cyprus during the night of 27-28 November. A small detachment remaining on the island will endeavor to prevent minor enemy landings and may maintain an advanced base for motor-torpedo boats and raiding parties.

ASIA THEATER

Fighter aircraft of the 14th Air Force operated in three separate areas on 28 November. One mission, supporting Chinese ground forces, attacked Japanese-held villages and artillery installations on the west bank of the Salween River near Litaro No. To the east ammunition was dropped to Chinese troops surrounded at Changteh; while in Indo-China Luang Prabang was attacked by fighters which continued on to the Tha Hai Plateau, machine-gunning a radio station and firing the barracks and building areas there. Japanese seaplanes over the Gulf of Tungking attacked and sank a 175-foot coastwise freighter. All our planes returned safely.
PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. B-25's participating in the Wewak attack on 27 November hit a freighter transport. The next day 48 B-24's, escorted by F-47's, bombed the supply and camp areas at Wewak and Boram while 64 other bombers and four fighters attacked targets along the New Guinea coast at Madang, Kiari, Sio, Bonga, and Kalasa. Australian Catalinas operating to the west started fires along the waterfront and in the barracks area at Ambon.

[Enemy aircraft were active in the Finschhafen area] and an enemy reconnaissance bomber was shot down by an Australian Spitfire over Kiirivina in the Trobriand Islands.

On 28 November Allied forces occupied Gusika and cleared an enemy strong point on the trail southwest of the village.

A mission of 38 medium bombers, covered by F-47's, attacked the dump area at Cape Gloucester. Five B-24's bombed Maniwhai, western New Guinea.

2. Allied troops, landing between the Raini and Sana Rivers on Bougainville during the night of 27-28 November encountered Japanese forces in superior numbers.

On 29 November Navy bombers attacked targets in the Jaba River area in support of our ground forces. Other Army and Navy bombers started fires and destroyed buildings in the Empress Augusta Bay region, and caused considerable damage in bombing and machine-gunning attacks on northeastern Bougainville Island.

3. On 28 November 13 B-24's attacked Nauru, starting fires in the target area. All planes returned safely.

US fighter planes are now operating from Betio (Tarawa).
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The Army Ground Forces have issued orders for the constitution and activation of the Headquarters, XXI Corps, at Camp Polk, Louisiana.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. During the night of 26-27 November, 373 RAF airplanes dropped 700 tons of high explosives and 46,800 incendiaries on Berlin, while 154 others dropped more than 142,000 explosives and incendiaries on Stuttgart. Forty of these planes are missing or crash-landed on their return. Other missions included Mosquito patrols over enemy-held territory and sea mining off the Frisian Islands. Of several enemy planes over southern England the same night, one destroyed ten houses and caused 34 casualties in the London area.

2. Small enemy gains in the Korosten area were matched by similar Soviet advances in the lower reaches of the Pripet. The enemy continues to evacuate the Gomel salient under pressure of the Soviets, who have crossed the Beresina and reached a point 13 miles from the German-held town of Zhlobin.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. During the night of 26-27 November, 24 Wellingtons scored several hits on a railroad bridge south of Grosseto. Nine A-20's carried out armed reconnaissance against enemy motor vehicles in the battle area.
The following day B-17's attacked bridges and railroad yards at Rimini and Grizzana and scored probable hits on Reno River railroad bridge. Of some 30 to 50 enemy aircraft encountered during the attack on Rimini seven (probably ten) were destroyed for a loss of two B-17's. Other strategic missions were flown against Ancona, Porte Civitanova, and Sibenik. A total of 169 bombers and fighter-bombers carried out successful attacks against enemy defensive positions in the Lazio and Apulia areas, and 16 P-40's attacked enemy installations on the Fifth Army front.

2. On the night of 27 November the British Eighth Army, with strong aerial support, began its attack in strength from the Sangro River bridgeheads against the enemy defenses and main positions overlooking the Sangro River Valley. The enemy is resisting fiercely, launching repeated counterattacks and using flame-throwers. No report of the detailed progress of the attack has been received. There were no important changes elsewhere along the line.

3. Casualties of the Fifth Army as of 27 November were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Wounded</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>1,768</td>
<td>6,958</td>
<td>2,655</td>
<td>11,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>3,455</td>
<td>6,147</td>
<td>2,661</td>
<td>10,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,223</td>
<td>13,105</td>
<td>5,316</td>
<td>21,644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Fifth Army has taken 3,589 prisoners of war.

Casualties of the British Eighth Army to 19 November were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Wounded</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>3,357</td>
<td>1,047</td>
<td>5,868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Eighth Army as of the same date had captured 832 prisoners.
BASE MAP NO. 2447 (FREE)
25 JUNE 1942
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS BRANCH OSS
LITHOGRAPHED IN THE REPRODUCTION BRANCH OSS
h. Enemy positions on the southern tip of Simi were successfully raided during the night of 25-26 November by an Allied special boat squadron.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. On 26 November 10th Air Force fighter bombers in 38 sorties attacked enemy-held towns in northern Burma in support of our ground troops in the area.

On 27 November, two heavy attacks by 23 and 26 B-24's, respectively, were made on Rangoon area. A total of 35 enemy aircraft intercepted these missions; our bombers claim ten (probably 12) enemy planes. Three of the B-24's are still unaccounted for.

Fighters and bombers

2. F-52's of the 11th Air Force, escorted by P-40's, attacked the Kiangling airbase, near Chanti, on 26 November scoring massive hits on the airbase and buildings. In the Changteh area, other P-40's fired into a 70-foot power boat and machine-gunned smaller supply boats, some of which were apparently loaded with rice. The following day two F-52's on a shipping sweep in the south China Sea sank a 350-foot destroyer, started fires on a 250-foot freighter and scored near misses on a 600-foot freighter. Another mission of two B-24's bombed warehouses and docks at Swatow; large explosions were observed.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. On 26 November, 12 F-39's engaged 17 Jap fighters north of
Tinschafen. Our fighters destroyed six (probably 13) enemy planes; we lost one P-39. The following day Allied ground forces, supported by tanks, cleared the enemy from the coastal road two miles north of the Song River. A mission of 15 B-25's destroyed five airplanes on the ground, sank six barges, and hit antiaircraft positions, camps and bivouac areas in the vicinity of Wewak; two B-25's were lost. A B-24 scored an especially effective hit on a Jap light cruiser off Vila Pens. Five Australian planes started large fires in the vicinity of Tanika.

2. On 27 November, 19 B-24's bombed and machine-gunned the Bonis airfield and targets of opportunity on Bougainville. A mission of 87 Navy bombers, escorted by eight Army fighters, hit targets in the lower Empress Augusta Bay region, destroying buildings, exploding an ammunition dump and starting a large fire in a bivouac area. Other Allied planes destroyed buildings and damaged a pier at Carola Harbor and severely damaged the Buka runway. It is estimated that over 1000 Japs have been killed by infantry and artillery fire in the Torokina sector since 19 November.

On 26 November our medium bombers and fighters made minor attacks at various points on Bougainville Island.
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1. During the night of 25-26 November, 212 Allied bombers dropped 57½ tons of explosives and incendiaries on Frankfurt; 12 of the Allied planes did not return. Three Mosquitoes harassed Berlin and other RAF bombers mined the waters off the north and west coasts of France and the Frisian Islands.

2. Heavy fighting continues in the Kiev salient, no change being reported. Soviet pressure is reported in the Gomel area, where the enemy withdrawal continues, in the Big Bend of the Dnepr and at Cherkassy.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Allied air operations over Italy were stepped up on 26 November. To the north a total of 76 bombers and 32 fighters damaged railway installations and the viaduct at Recco; railroad yards, shops and a bridge at Rimini; railroad yards and docks at Ancona and bridges elsewhere along the coast. Twenty-one missions of 249 sorties were flown in close support of the Eighth Army in the Sangro River area, and large numbers of other Allied planes attacked enemy defended positions, gun positions, troop concentrations, lines of communication, towns and other targets of opportunity in the battle area. Allied fighter-bombers attacked Civitavecchia harbor, obtaining two hits on freighters. Fighter planes attacked lines of communication in Albania. Two (probably three) enemy planes were reported destroyed during the day and eight of ours failed to return.
2. During the 24-hour period ending at noon on 27 November, light forces on the extreme right flank of the Fifth Army advanced a mile to occupy Castelnuovo. Elsewhere along the front only patrol and artillery activity was reported.

3. The attack on an Allied convoy by about 30 enemy aircraft off dusk on 26 November resulted in the sinking of the SS Rohma, reported carrying 1792 US troops. Preliminary reports indicate that due to darkness, the initial bomb damage, and heavy seas, the casualties are estimated to be half the personnel aboard.

4. Allied troops raided Nisiro on 24 November, destroying small shipping and a telegraph station and capturing secret documents and codes; Piscopi was also attacked and the telegraph communications to Cos and Nisiro cut.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. 10th Air Force planes bombed and machine-gunned specified targets in support of Allied ground forces in the Hukawng Valley region of northern Burma on 24 November.

The next day, in previously unreported sorties, they damaged the Mingaladon airdrose near Rangoon, and attacked towns, lines of communication and other targets of opportunity in northern Burma.
2. Fighters and fighter bombers of the 14th Air Force bombed and machine-gunned the railroad yards near Cao Dong on 26 November, hitting the tracks, buildings and power plant. Two B-25's left a 200-foot freighter burning and sinking near Teai Su Island.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

† Ten enemy bombers and 15 fighters, attacking Allied installations in the Finschhafen area during the morning of 26 November caused slight damage and some casualties.

Australian bombers started large fires among the shore installations at Rabaul during the night of 26-27 November. During 26 November, B-24's covered by Australian P-40's hit ground targets at Finschhafen Plantation with excellent results while our medium bombers and fighter planes bombed and machine-gunned enemy installations at Madang and Sio and destroyed two enemy fighters northwest of Saidor.

Allied forces, driving north from Finschhafen and supported by tanks, have captured commanding ground southwest of Bonga.
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The Army Ground Forces have issued directives for the movement of the 5th Armored Division (Major General Lunaford E. Oliver) from Pine Camp, New York, to Indiantown Gap Military Reservation, Pennsylvania, for further movement overseas, and the 83rd Infantry Division, (Major General Frank W. Milburn) from Camp Breckinridge, Kentucky, to Camp Young, California, for maneuver training. The 90th Infantry Division (Major General Henry Terrell, Jr.) will move to Camp Breckinridge, Kentucky, for permanent change of station upon completion of its maneuver training at Camp Young, California.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. On 24 November AEA F Mosquitoes, bombing from 50-foot altitude, damaged power stations in Brittany; Typhoon bombers damaged four mine sweepers off the north Brittany coast. That night six Mosquito bombers raided Berlin; one plane is missing. Other planes attacked a train southwest of Orleans and shipping in the Calais area.

2. Increasing the tempo of our attacks against enemy installations 343 fighters operated over the Pas de Calais area on 25 November. Some of them functioned for the first time as dive-bombers, attacking air-dromes at St. Omer; in a second, high altitude, attack a B-24 led the formation in order to perform the bomb-aiming operation and the fighter bombers released their loads at its signal.
3. The largest force of US heavy bombers to be employed in a daylight attack on an enemy port of Bremen and operated over northern France with fighter escort, on 26 November; 56 enemy fighters were destroyed. In addition, medium, light and fighter-bombers attacked airfields and other military objectives in the Pas de Calais and Cherbourg areas; five more enemy planes were shot down by the fighters escorting these missions. Twenty-nine of our heavy bombers and five fighters have not returned from these operations.

4. The Germans have evacuated a point nine miles from Gomel on the railroad to Minsk; they still hold the east bank of the Berezina River in this area. On 26 November, despite heavy resistance, the Soviets progressed toward Zhlobin in endeavor to close the enemy's avenue of escape from the Gomel pocket. Along the railroad to Minsk Red forces are now 75 miles west of Gomel.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Due to icing conditions 17 Wallingtons are missing from an unsuccessful attempt to bomb Turin on the night of 24-25 November; the next day a B-24 was lost on an unsuccessful mission against the aircraft factory at Klagenfurt. However, more than 180 light bombers attacked enemy batteries in the Eighth Army zone, concentrating on the Lanciano area, while 53 fighter sorties were flown over the battle area and against enemy communications in Yugoslavia.

At dusk 26 November 30 enemy aircraft attacked one of our fast
convoys in the Mediterranean; eight of these planes were shot down by our fighter escorts; one British freighter was hit but details of the damage are not available.

2. At noon 26 November no change was reported along the front of the Fifth Army although enemy counterattacks were repulsed at the entrance to the Cassino-Frosinone corridor and some clashes occurred on the northeast slopes of Monte della Meta. On the extreme right, despite a 2½-foot rise in the Sangro River, the Eighth Army extended its bridgehead by an advance of about one mile along the two-mile front.

3. The War Department has informed General Eisenhower of the request from the Cardinal Secretary of State (transmitted through the Apostolic Delegate in Washington) that the governments of Germany, Great Britain, and the US order their planes to refrain from flying over Vatican City; further that these governments give assurance that these orders have been duly imparted to competent military authorities.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. 10th Air Force operations for 25 November were seriously hampered by adverse weather. Of 56 heavy bombers dispatched, only about half succeeded in bombing primary or alternate targets; however, Akyab and two airstrips in southern Burma were attacked with results ranging from good to poor. Two enemy planes were shot down in combat; our losses were two B-24s which crashed on their take-off.
2. Fourteen escorted B-25's attacked the Shinchiku airdrome in Formosa on 25 November, scoring hits on the airfield, destroying 13 (probably 15) enemy planes on the ground and 24 in the ensuing air combat; all our planes returned. Sixteen other fighter planes of the 11th Air Force destroyed more than 20 small enemy boats in sweeps over the Hankow and Tungting Lake areas; one fighter did not return.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Allied troops have captured Sattelberg and four villages in the area beyond. The enemy's losses in this action were severe in personnel and materiel; his remaining forces are in retreat to the north along the Wario trail.

2. A Catalina scored two hits on a heavy cruiser northwest of Rabaul on 24 November; B-24's damaged a destroyer or light cruiser and attacked another northeast of Garove Island. The following day, US and Allied aircraft attacked the enemy along the northeast New Guinea coast, and shot down one enemy reconnaissance airplane near Wewak. Four B-24's bombed the barracks and float-plane base at Halong (Ambon).

[Photographs reveal that on 24 November, one light cruiser, 9 destroyers, 97,000 tons of shipping including two tankers, and 20 float planes were at Rabaul. Eighty-five airplanes were counted at Lakual field.]

3. A mission of 23 B-24's attacked supply dumps on Buka and Chabai on 24 November, starting fires. The following day a B-24 damaged aircraft,
silencred antiaircraft positions and destroyed a radio station on
Greenwich Island. 

Twenty-four 13th Air Force B-24's and three B-25's attacked
the enemy airfield at Buka on 26 November with excellent results, all
planes returning safely. Other Allied aircraft bombed Buka and Bonis
airfields and reported the probable sinking of an enemy submarine off
the northern tip of Buka Island. Our troops in the northeast sector
of the Empress Augusta Bay area advanced 800 yards against stiff
resistance from emplaced machine-guns, mortars and artillery; casualties
were heavy on both sides.

h. Twenty B-24's bombed Taroa in the Maloelap Atoll on 24 November
damaging enemy installations and probably sinking a cargo vessel; one
B-24 is missing.

Preliminary casualty reports for operations on Makin indicated
that 63 were killed in action and 119 wounded. Two Japanese and 103
Koreans have been captured.
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On 24 November a US bomber probably damaged a 740-ton enemy submarine detected by radar 125 miles northeast of Cristobal.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. On 23 November British aircraft attacked an enemy convoy off Texel hitting a large tanker, setting fire to a mine-sweeper and an armed trawler, and seriously damaging two other armed trawlers and a mine-sweeper. Two intercepting enemy planes were destroyed; four Beaufighters were lost by antiaircraft fire.

   In the renewed attack which was made on Berlin that night 292 RAF bombers dropped 642 tons of high explosives and 571 tons of incendiaries through complete overcast. Nine large fires forming a circle approximately nine miles in diameter were observed after the attack. Moderate antiaircraft but active fighter resistance were encountered. Twenty-four bombers were lost.

   Mosquitoes attacked a power station at Cologne.

2. Heavy fighting continued on 25 November at various points along the eastern front. The enemy evacuated Cologne.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. A force of 105 B-17's escorted by P-38's dropped 315 tons of bombs on the Toulon submarine base on 24 November severely damaging
CENTRAL ITALY
the arsenal, shipping, dry docks, buildings and the basin areas. Fifteen B-17's bombed the Antheor viaduct and destroyed one enemy plane in combat; one B-17 was lost. Seventeen B-24's escorted by 32 P-38's attacked the Sofia railroad yards; four (probably six) enemy planes were destroyed for a loss of two B-24's and one P-38.

Allied medium and light aircraft attacked the Civitavecchia docks and enemy defense positions and communications in the Fossacesia and Cassino areas.

Twenty-five enemy airplanes attacked Maddalena city, sinking a motor torpedo boat.

2. No change was reported in the forward positions of the Fifth Army for the 24-hour period ending 25 November. On the Eighth Army front slight gains were made southwest of Alfadene; Castel di Sangro is now firmly in Allied hands while Rosello is reported clear of the enemy.

The flooded condition of the Sangro continued to hamper our communications.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. The 10th Air Force carried out sweeps in support of Allied ground forces in the Sumprabum and Hukawng Valley regions of northern Burma on 22 November, hitting lines of communication and starting numerous fires. The next day our light bombers hit the warehouse district and the rice mill at Namma, starting many fires. Other light
bombers again supported Allied ground forces in northern Burma.

2. Two B-25's of the 14th Air Force probably sank a 375-foot freighter in the harbor of Amoy on 24 November. Other B-25's and P-40's started numerous fires in Hanshow, and machine-gunned small boats and enemy personnel in the area, inflicting some 200 casualties.

Nine Jap planes made two raids in the area northwest of Changsha. No damage was reported.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Three RAAF Catalinas started fires on the waterfront at Ambon on the night of 23-24 November.

The next day 96 bombers and fighters again attacked targets in the Gasmata area. Other large forces of Allied bombers and fighters destroyed a village near Sio and again attacked shipping at Halmahera where an enemy fighter was destroyed and a freighter was damaged. Nine Jap bombers and 20 fighters ineffectively attacked Allied positions in the Finschhafen area.

The enemy is showing increased activity at his airport at Hollandia.

2. On 24 November 142 bombers and fighters attacked the Watchin Bay area destroying several warehouses, buildings and a supply dump, and setting fire to an oil dump and buildings. Twenty B-25's scored numerous hits on the runway and started several fires at Kahili. Army
and Navy planes bombed and machine-gunned enemy installations and sank nine barges in the Empress Augusta Bay area. At Carola Harbor, Buka Island, our planes left an enemy schooner sinking.

The enemy energetically repairs his airstrips after our attacks; the two fields at Buka appeared to be serviceable again on 24 November.
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1. British Beaufighters equipped with cannon scored many hits on a convoy of seven ships northwest of Sogne Fjord, Norway, on 22 November. In the raid on Berlin 22 November 637 British planes dropped 23,420 tons of high explosives and incendiaries; 26 British planes are missing and three others crashed on their return. Mosquito bombers attacked Cologne and the Leverkusen chemical works. Other Allied planes laid sea mines in the vicinity of the Frisian Islands.

On 21 November two glider bombs were dropped on an Allied ship 600 miles southwest of the Scillies and both were shot down by long-range antiaircraft fire.

2. On 24 November heavy fighting continued on the eastern front. In the Kiev salient the heavy German counterattacks in the Chernyakov and Brusilov areas slowed down, but the enemy's advance threatened the Soviet hold on Korosten.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Forty-eight Wellington bombers attacked the airdrome and railroad junction at Ciampino during the night of 22-23 November, destroying a hangar and scoring hits among dispersed aircraft. Bad weather restricted operations the next day to attacks by light aircraft on enemy communications along the Albanian coast.

Bad weather continues to hamper air and ground operations in Italy.
2. During the 24-hour period ending at noon 24 November no change in forward positions was reported by the Fifth Army. On the left flank of the Eighth Army Pizzone was reported clear of the enemy; Allied troops continued to exploit their gains north of the Sangro River, directing their attacks on the road center east of Casoli and maintaining their bridgehead south of Fossacesia.

3. General Eisenhower reports that US and British forces on the west coast of Italy discharged 60,175 tons of supplies, 2,264 vehicles, and 35,373 personnel during the week ending 11 November. 70 per cent was landed at Naples, the remainder at Salerno, Castellammare and Torre Annunziata. Corresponding figures for the east coast are 31,613 tons of supplies, 2,202 vehicles, and 17,948 personnel; most of the personnel and vehicles were landed at Taranto while Brindisi handled two-thirds of the supplies.

4. The War Department notified General Eisenhower that two battalions of 240 mm howitzers will be shipped in late December to the North African theater in order to provide heavy field artillery for use against highly organized position defenses. This howitzer, of which there are six in each battalion, is a new model of a caliber used in the last war and fires a 360 pound projectile to a maximum range of 25,000 yards. It is our most powerful field artillery weapon. This is the first shipment of these howitzers to any of our theaters of operation.
5. German troops landed on Samos on 22 November. Approximately 200 British and 3,700 Greek and Italian troops had been evacuated from Samos by midnight 23 November.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. Fighters of the 14th Air Force carried out sweeps in support of Chinese ground troops in the Tungting Lake area on 22 and 23 November, destroying landing barges and inflicting some 150 casualties on the Japanese near Hanshow. At Yenchow our B-25's scored hits on warehouses, buildings, ammunition dumps, and oil storage areas.

2. Brigadier General William E. R. Covell assumed command of the SOS, China-Burma-India Theater of Operations on 15 November, vice Major General Raymond A. Wheeler, who has been reassigned as Chief Administrative Officer, Southeast Asia Command.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Our forces are now four hundred yards from Sattelberg. US medium and dive-bombers harassed the enemy north and west of that settlement on 23 November. North of Saidor our P-39's shot down two (probably four) Japanese fighters for the loss of one P-39. Five B-24's successfully attacked shipping at Halmahera sinking an 8,000-ton freighter-transport. Enemy air attacks on Finschhafen and on the Sisi area during the period caused no damage.
2. Enemy air attacks in the Torokina area caused some damage on 23 November. The next day, a Japanese shore battery shelled one of our landing ships which was unloading and killed three men.

Allied air activity on 24 November included attacks on enemy installations south of Empress Augusta Bay and the dropping of 192 quarter-ton bombs on Bonis by 16 B-24's.

Troops of the US 37th Division are now occupying part of the beachhead at Empress Augusta Bay.

3. Eleven B-24's from Canton Island attacked enemy installations at Mili on 23 November (local time). Two (probably four) of 12 intercepting enemy fighters were destroyed; all our planes returned.

27th Division units on Butaritari (Makin Atoll), supported by light and medium tanks, attacked eastward early the morning of 23 November (local time). At noon, one company was landed in the rear of the enemy positions and dug in. Contact was established shortly thereafter, and resistance became sporadic. Troops landed on Kuma Island, east of Butaritari without opposition.

Enemy resistance ceased on Bititu Island (Tarawa Atoll) at 1330 (local time) 24 November, and the situation on Apamama was reported as satisfactory.
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1. On 23 November US B-26's attacked enemy airfields at St. Omer and Berck-Sur-Mer while Allied aircraft bombed other targets in the Pas de Calais area; there was no enemy fighter opposition. Two B-26's are missing.

2. In response to a War Department inquiry, General Devers reports that agreements are in effect in the UK between British and American forces authorizing British naval and military personnel to arrest and hand over to American authorities any member of our forces alleged to be guilty of offenses punishable under the law of the United States. US military officers may arrest only definitely identified members of our forces. Our personnel may not enter private dwellings or vehicles for this purpose without the cooperation of British civil police, or semi-public places such as hotels without the invitation or consent of the management, except in the case of a disorder involving members of the US armed forces.

3. South and southwest of Kremenchug the enemy has abandoned several towns, thus permitting the union of Soviet troops which have been fighting northwest and southeast of that city. In the Kiev salient, enemy attacks have forced the Red forces back to the vicinity of Brusilov in the face of increasing resistance.
MEDITERRANEAN

1. On 22 November 73 B-26's and 31 P-38's made an effective attack on the railroad center and airfield at Foligno while 22 B-26's scored hits on the railroad bridge at Cecina. Fighter bombers damaged the chemical works and exploded ammunition stores at Civitavecchia, and flew other harassing missions in coastal areas. More than 100 medium and light bombers concentrated on enemy gun and troop positions in the battle area south of Lanciano. Four groups of escorted US B-17's were prevented by bad weather from bombing the Toulon submarine base; three B-17's are missing from the attempt.

2. The noon 23 November report indicates that Fifth Army patrols met resistance at the south side of the entrance to the Cassino-Frosinone corridor. Units on the left flank of the British Eighth Army registered a further advance of some two miles around the north shoulder of Monti della Meta, reaching the outskirts of Barrea. On its right flank other units crossed the Sangro River capturing the high ground near Altino some two miles beyond the stream; another bridgehead nearer the sea was strengthened.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. An additional report for 20 November states that nine escorted B-25's of the 10th Air Force attacked enemy installations along the east bank of the Chindwin River in the vicinity of Kalewa (central Burma).
2. The 14th Air Force carried out at least 35 fighter sorties on 21 November attacking many small river boats in the Changteh area west of Tungting Lake in support of Chinese ground forces. All aircraft returned. The enemy is reported to be increasing his pressure against Hankow.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. In three attacks a total of 84 medium and heavy bombers escorted by 35 P-38's hammered enemy camp areas and supply dumps at Gasmata on 22 November; there was no enemy fighter opposition but one B-25 was lost to antiaircraft fire. Twenty-two B-24's attacked the Cape Gloucester runway, damaging five parked aircraft. Other Allied bombers attacked buildings on Urea Island and enemy installations north of Finschhafen. A B-24 on reconnaissance damaged and probably sank a 7,000-ton freighter-transport north of Mussau Island. Three RAAF Catalinas damaged the waterfront and barracks areas at Ambon and dropped bombs on Molana Island nearby.

Thirteen Japanese bombers attacked Finschhafen, causing no damage.

2. It has been further reported for 22 November that eight P-40's shot down without loss five of a group of 30 to 40 Jap fighters intercepted over Bougainville Island and that 92 other Allied planes heavily attacked Kahili. There was no interception and all our aircraft returned.
On 29 November 29 escorted Allied bombers struck Chabai with good effect; one B-25 was lost. A search plane probably destroyed a Japanese submarine 100 miles west of Biak. In the northeast sector of the Empress Augusta Bay area 10 Japs were killed while attacking our positions. Japanese artillery has caused slight damage and casualties; the enemy air effort has been ineffective.
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The War Department has instructed its senior commanders abroad to obtain War Department approval before releasing control over, or abandoning, any airfields in foreign territory which were constructed in whole or in substantial part with American funds and which are of particular significance because of their facilities, location or particular suitability for post-war purposes. This procedure conforms to the agreement with the State Department whereby such steps as are best suited to protect our national interests may be taken.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

The Army Ground Forces have issued orders for the constitution and activation of the Headquarters, XVI Corps, at Fort Riley, Kansas. This brings the total of US corps headquarters to 20, including one armored corps.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. Fourteen (probably 21) enemy planes were destroyed in combat by the 8th Air Force during the week ending 21 November for the loss of 11 heavy bombers. Our major operations during this period consisted of the attacks on the molybdenum mines at Knaben, the power station at Ajuk, the Luftwaffe repair base at Kjeller, and on industrial targets in the Ruhr Valley.
2. On the night of 20-21 November four out of ten enemy aircraft over southeastern counties reached the London area where some bombs were dropped.

The next day enemy aircraft using glider bombs, damaged two Allied ships about 650 miles west of Brest.

3. There was heavy fighting at several points on the eastern front during 22 November but significant changes were reported only in the Rechitsa-Gomel region where Soviet troops made some gains.

**MEDITERRANEAN**

1. During the night of 20-21 November Allied aircraft bombed the railway yards at Porto Civitanova, attacked targets near Pedaso and Giulianova, and machine-gunned the Loreto airfield. The next day 48 US medium bombers scored hits on the docks at Civitavecchia, 30 others damaged a bridge at Fano, and 22 more covered the Chiusi railroad yards. Light aircraft continued their attacks in the battle area, particularly near Fossacesia and Gaeta, and harassed shipping in the port of Sibenik.

2. Bad weather continued and no change was reported on the Fifth Army front, on 22 November. On its left, the Eighth Army had advanced about a mile westward north of Pizzoara; vigorous patrol missions were performed beyond the Sangro River in the S. Angelo area. At S. Angelo an enemy counterattack was repulsed. Near the Adriatic two bridges have been completed over the Sangro, one of which will have tanks; the enemy
appears to have no positions remaining south of the river.

3. General Eisenhower has again reported favorably on the superior battle conduct of the 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate). This unit, formed of Americans of Japanese origin, participated in the recent seizure of the heights northeast of Pozzilli and the crossing of the Volturno River, advancing through hostile fire and minefields with courage and skill. Two members of the battalion are being recommended for gallantry awards. The good physical condition and the excellence of the scouting and patrolling of this unit are specifically praised.

4. Thirteen Allied bombers attacked the Heraklion airdrome (Crete) during the night of 21-22 November, some damage being observed.

ASIATIC THEATER

1. On November nine B-24's of the 10th Air Force successfully attacked the Chiangmai and Lampang airfields, reporting many hits on the runways and the probable destruction of eleven enemy aircraft on the ground. Five other B-24's which failed to reach the same target area, attacked Prome; one hit Akyab and another bombed Kyaukpyu. All bombers returned.

2. 14th Air Force fighter planes, again catching Japanese cavalry troops attempting to cross the Ling Ho River near Shihmen on 20 November, inflicted many casualties. Boats on the river and a town to the north were also machine-gunned.
On 21 November B-25’s demolished the airfield administration building and barracks at Fort Bayard and probably sank a 200-foot vessel in Honghai Bay. Fighter planes, supporting Chinese ground operations in the Tungting Lake region, shot up more than 150 troop-laden small boats and enemy troops along the river in the vicinity of Changteh. All our planes returned.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Allied ground forces advanced to within 800 yards of Sattelberg on 21 November.

Nineteen B-24’s, escorted by Australian P-40’s, bombed the enemy supply areas at Ring Ring Plantation and Gasmata. Other Allied aircraft attacked enemy shipping off New Britain and harassed the enemy-held northeast New Guinea coast. A B-24 set fire to an 8,000-ton enemy transport northwest of New Hanover, shooting down one of eight enemy planes encountered. Allied bombers sank a 4,500-ton freighter-transport at Manokwari, and a 2,000-ton vessel at Taberfane where the waterfront was also attacked; in these missions six enemy planes attempting interception were destroyed; one B-24 and one B-25 were lost.

\[ 97,000 \text{ tons of merchant shipping were reported at Rabaul on 20 November} \]

2. Escorted bombers from South Pacific air forces attacked targets in southern Bougainville, machine-gunned Kieta, and attacked the airfield
at Bonis during 21 November. Thirty B-24's bombed the runway at Nauru and a reconnaissance plane bombed a warehouse and pier on Ocean Island. There was no interception and all our planes returned.

That night enemy bombers dropped bombs on Puruata Island in Empress Augusta Bay and caused some damage.

On 22 November escorted medium bombers heavily attacked the Buka airfield, starting several fires and scoring many hits on the runway; our P-38's machine-gunned the northwestern Bougainville area.

In the Empress Augusta Bay area the Allied perimeter is now approximately 9,000 yards wide and 7,000 yards deep; the entire airfield site is in our hands.

3. On 22 November units of our 27th Division continued to advance eastwards on Butaritari Island (Makin Atoll). A late message indicates that the island is entirely under our control.

Our naval and aerial units maintained a violent bombardment of Tarawa in order to reduce enemy resistance delaying the landing of heavy equipment and supplies for the Marines. The situation of Marine units which landed on Apamama was reported as satisfactory.
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E.S.N.
EUROPEAN THEATER

1. A force of 214th RAF heavy bombers attacked Leverkusen during the night of 19-20 November; heavy clouds prevented assessment of the results. Eight bombers were lost, chiefly to antiaircraft fire; no enemy night fighters were seen. The same night other Allied aircraft mined the waters off the north and west coasts of France and in the vicinity of the Frisian Islands, and harassed enemy industrial targets in the Ruhr.

Four enemy bombers apparently returned with the RAF force, one dropping two bombs in the London area without an alert.

2. In the Big Bend of the Donetz large-scale Soviet attacks met with some success—southwest of Krivoi Rog on 21 November, but north of Krivoi Rog very heavy fighting was inconclusive. The Soviets widened the northern shoulder of their Kremenchug salient and were shelling Cherkassy from their bridgehead to the northwest. In the Kiev salient the Soviets held against very heavy enemy counterattacks along the Korosten-Fastov front, and improved their positions northwest of Kharkov.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Mosquitoes machine-gunned enemy trains at Padua and west of Ferrara during the night of 19-20 November. Bad weather prohibited most air activity on 20 November.

2. Unfavorable weather continued to hamper operations on 21 November.
the Sangro was at flood level. The Eighth Army reported a westward advance of one mile by its left flank. On 21 November slight gains were reported north and west of Perano while to the north Eighth Army patrols clashed with the enemy beyond the Sangro.

3. The following casualties to date for operations on the mainland were reported on 21 November:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Wounded</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US II and VI Corps</td>
<td>1,613</td>
<td>6,361</td>
<td>2,685</td>
<td>10,659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British X Corps</td>
<td>1,443</td>
<td>6,093</td>
<td>2,644</td>
<td>10,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td>3,056</td>
<td>12,454</td>
<td>5,329</td>
<td>20,839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US casualties for the first time exceed British X Corps casualties.

2129 Prisoners have been captured by US forces.

ASIATIC THEATER

Light bombers of the 10th Air Force supporting ground operations, on 19 November, bombed an enemy force massing for a river crossing in the Hukawng Valley. It is believed that many casualties were inflicted. Other bombers and fighters scored hits on warehouse and barracks areas at Namting and demolished a railroad bridge at Namkwin.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Heavy ground fighting was reported east and south of Sattelberg on 20 November.

Fifty B-24's covered by 23 Australian P-40's successfully bombed enemy supply and bivouac installations in the Ring Ring Plantation.
area. Other 5th Air Force planes bombed and machine-gunned shipping, antiaircraft positions and the jetty area at Hansa Bay (where one B-25 was lost by antiaircraft fire), attacked enemy stores and camp area at Wald Bay and demolished buildings in villages north and west of Sattelberg. A Catalina on night reconnaissance scored two hits on, and probably destroyed, a large cargo vessel northwest of Rabaul, and other Catalinas damaged the Scrong waterfront. Single enemy aircraft bombed Langemak Bay and Gusap during the morning without causing damage.

2. US planes in the South Pacific bombed and machine-gunned Japanese concentrations and supply lines on the southwest and northeast coasts of Bougainville on 20 November. Fighter aircraft performed escort missions, attacked ground targets in the Chabai area, and shot down an enemy bomber west of Torokina. All of our planes returned. Japanese aircraft caused some casualties and materiel damage.

On 21 November three B-25's machine-gunned Kieta. Our air patrols shot down, without loss to themselves, an entire enemy force of seven fighters encountered over Bougainville.

3. On 19 November 12 B-24's attacked Makin, starting fires in the target area. Two of our planes were lost. Nineteen B-24's dropped 21 tons of bombs on targets on Tarawa late that afternoon with excellent results; all our planes returned.

4. Two battalion combat teams of the 165th Infantry, (27th Division), heavily reinforced, landed on the western end of Butaritari
The third combat team of the regiment, supported by the 193rd Tank Battalion, landed on northern beaches at 0643 in the face of heavy machine-gun fire which was reduced by the tanks. These units, after forcing a junction, control the western end of the island, which includes all important facilities. Natives reported 900 Japanese to be on the island. The 27th Division is commanded by Major General Ralph C. Smith. It is interesting to note that the 69th F. J. New York was formerly the fighting 69th F. J. New York. Marines landed at Tarawa at 0630 on 21 November. Strong enemy resistance was encountered.
EUROPEAN THEATER

1. The War Department has directed the Commanding General, Army Ground Forces, to move the headquarters of the XIX Corps to the European Theater of Operations in January 1944, and that of the XX Corps to the same theater in March 1944.

2. On 20 November the enemy made some gains on a 90-mile front between Korosten and Pastov. Red forces improved their positions along the Chernigov-Ovruch railroad.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. During the night of 18-19 November Allied bombers attacked enemy communications in front of the Eighth Army. The next day under poor weather conditions 20 A-36's successfully attacked a bridge near Cassino. Our light aircraft concentrated on targets in the battle area and on enemy traffic in central Italy and in the region of Split and Metkovic. Two enemy planes were destroyed; three P-38's are missing.

2. There was exceptionally adverse weather on the Italian front during 19 and 20 November. The Fifth Army maintained its patrolling activities and reported that the enemy is engaged in heavy mining operations and the construction of defenses on its front. Eighth Army patrols advanced to Castel di Sangro, Ateleta and Castiglione; on its right it captured Archi. Tornareccio was reported clear of the enemy again.
3. German aircraft attacked Castelrosso and a British naval unit nearby on 19 November; the British garrison numbers 1550, with reinforcements enroute. General Royce reported on 20 November that all British personnel have been evacuated from Samos.

**ASIATIC THEATER**

1. 10th Air Force bombers and fighters heavily attacked Mogaung and nearby villages on 12 November, damaged rolling stock and bridges on the railroad southwest of Mogaung, and bombed the Mogaung River crossing at Kamaing. More than 100 sorties were made during the day.

2. On 19 November ten B-25's of the 14th Air Force flew anti-shipping missions from the Hainan Straits to Tsao Tao Island, hitting two freighters and smaller vessels in Kiungshan Harbor, another freighter east of Swatow, and sinking a freighter near Tsao Tao and a gunboat at Nanao Island. The docks at Swatow were machine-gunned. Our fighter aircraft attacked targets along the Burma Road.

On 20 November B-25's on sea sweeps off Nampang Island shot down a Japanese transport plane and bombed warehouses and barracks on the Island starting many large fires. Other B-25's, with fighter escort, supported Chinese troops in the Lake Tungting area by bombing Japanese installations at Tseli. All of our planes returned safely.
1. 5th Air Force medium and light bombers concentrated on targets in the Finschhafen-Sattelberg area on 19 November. Nine B-25's covered by 11 P-38's attacked antiaircraft positions and shipping near Reich Bay. Allied fighters, intercepting enemy planes over the Finschhafen area, forced them to jettison their bomb loads.

In the advance on Sattelberg, tanks supporting our ground troops knocked out enemy artillery positions; enemy counterattacks were repulsed.

2. In the Solomons one enemy plane was shot down off Treasury Island and three were destroyed near Torokina on 19 November while attacking Allied vessels. B-24's bombed targets at Kara and Buka, destroying grounded aircraft, and Navy planes blasted Kahili. Other aircraft bombed Ballale and enemy positions at Matchin Bay.

Army and Navy bombers covered by P-38's attacked the Bonis airfield the next day, hitting the runway and buildings; three B-25's harassed enemy-held villages on the east coast of Bougainville. The runways at Ballale, Kara, Bonis, Kahili, and Buka are now unserviceable.

3. In ground action on Bougainville patrol skirmishes were reported in the eastern sector during 19 November. Japanese aircraft bombing Allied positions on Puruata Island caused some casualties.
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The Army Ground Forces have issued directives for the movement of the 4th Armored Division (Major General J. S. Wood) from Camp Bowie, Texas, to an eastern port of embarkation for further movement overseas.

EUROPEAN THEATER

1. Eighty-three British heavy bombers attacked targets at Mannheim and Ludwigshafen during the night of 17-18 November; one plane did not return. Harassing missions were carried out against Bonn, Berlin, the furnaces and rolling mills at Duisburg, and the furnaces and armament works at Bochum. The following night, 377 RAF Lancasters dropped 1521 tons of high explosives on Berlin through a thick overcast; several large explosions were seen. Nine bombers are missing. Another force of 295 RAF heavy bombers hit Mannheim and Ludwigshafen. Twenty-three heavy bombers failed to return. During extensive harassing raids, lighter RAF aircraft struck at Frankfurt, Aachen and the steel and armament works at Essen. Wellingstons laid mines off the west coast of France and in the vicinity of Texel. Three German aircraft operating over southeastern counties caused a little damage.

2. On 19 November, 167 B-17's of the 5th Air Force, escorted by 328 P-47's, attacked industrial targets in the Ruhr Valley. Heavy clouds prevented observation of results. No enemy fighter opposition was encountered and all of our planes returned.
3. The US 9th Air Force (Major General Lewis H. Brereton) will pass to the operational command of the Air Commander, Allied Expeditionary Air Force, on 15 December 1943. The Allied Expeditionary Air Force has been created to provide direct air support for Allied Continental ground operations based on the UK.

4. Red forces forced the Dnepr above Cherkassy on 19 November and are fighting their way toward the town. In the Kiev salient the enemy retook Zhitomir but the Reds captured the rail junction of Ovruch in their first reported use of paratroops in this campaign. Violent fighting improved the Soviet positions in the Rechitsa area.

Weather and road conditions are deteriorating on the southern and central fronts; to the north heavy rains and mud have stopped operations.

MEDITERRANEAN

1. Allied aircraft attacked enemy motor transport in the Ascoli-Aquila area during the night of 17-18 November. The next day, 50 escorted B-17's attacked Eleusis airdrome at Athens, 36 escorted B-25's damaged the Larissa airfield, and 2x B-26's bombed the Grosseto railroad yards with good effect. Light aircraft attacked enemy positions and communications in Italy, and set fire to a 300-foot vessel in the Krka River, north of Split, Yugoslavia.

2. Weather continued to hamper Fifth Army operations on 19 November. Vigorous patrol activity was maintained along the front especially at the
entrance to the Cassino-Frosinone corridor; on its right flank the Fifth Army occupied Rocchetta. The Eighth Army pushed patrols to San Pietro; at the north end of the line it captured Perano despite stiff resistance and inflicted casualties on the enemy beyond the Sangro River.

3. The War Department has informed General Eisenhower that an Engineer Mine Detection Company, consisting of four officers, 104 enlisted men and 72 dogs, will be shipped to his theater in March. Dogs have proved to be of use in detecting plastic mines to which electro-magnetic detectors are insensitive.

4. In the Middle East Allied aircraft successfully dropped supplies on Samos during the night of 18-19 November and mined the harbor at Naxos and Lavrion. Heavy bombers flew diversionary missions for the mining operations, attacking Candia and Kalkis; one B-24 is missing. Under pressure of heavy air attacks Allied forces have begun to evacuate Samos.

**ASIATIC THEATER**

1. On 17 November, B-25's of the 10th Air Force escorted by P-51's bombed bridges in central Burma. The following day a total of 47 B-24's blanketed the railroad yards at Pyinmana with bomb bursts, hit nearby buildings and put six half-ton bombs into the landing ground at Ywataung.

2. 11th Air Force fighters caught more Japanese cavalry at the Shihmen crossing on 18 November, killing 30 to 40 horses and 50 to 60 men.
Other fighter missions in support of Chinese ground troops machine-gunned the west bank of the Salween in the lungling area and started fires in two nearby villages.

PACIFIC AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC THEATERS

1. Allied ground forces continued their advance on Sattelberg on 18 November.

   Although bad weather hampered full-scale air operations, 29 of our medium bombers attacked enemy camps, supply and ammunition dumps in the Sattelberg area with excellent results; other Allied planes damaged villages and enemy installations along the southwest New Guinea coast. In a 2600-mile round trip 24 B-24's set fire to the Tjepoe oil refinery (70 miles west of Surabaya), and bombed Surabaya airdrome and another in Bali.

2. Three B-25's attacked the Kista area on 17 November destroying buildings. Japanese planes bombed our positions on the island on 18 November, causing some casualties.

3. Three B-24's bombed and machine-gunned the enemy airfield on Tarawa at noon on 17 November against little opposition. At sunset nine B-24's again raided Maloelap; one of our bombers, damaged by enemy fighters, cracked up on its return.

   Nine B-24's based on Funafuti attacked barracks, runways, and oil dumps on Mili.